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ABSTRACT Military personnel who experience combat-related events are more likely to report mental health problems yet few early interventions have been designed to do more than assess those with problems or treat those with diagnoses. Psychological debriefing is one early intervention technique that has been used with military populations to reduce symptoms across entire groups. Although there are several different kinds of debriefings, this article describes time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing procedures for use during a combat deployment. The five phases include: Introduction, Event, Reactions, Self and Buddy Aid, and Battlemind Focus. The paper reviews implementation guidelines, scientific support for Battlemind Psychological Debriefing, and feedback from military behavioral health providers in Iraq. Comparisons with other military debriefing models identifies unique features and how Battlemind Psychological Debriefing is integrated into the larger Battlemind Training system.

BATTLEMIND PSYCHOLOGICAL DEBRIEFING: A GROUP-LEVEL EARLY INTERVENTION IN COMBAT

It is estimated that between 20 and 30% of US military personnel returning from combat report significant psychological symptoms.1 Furthermore, evidence suggests that symptoms may not be evident immediately following a combat-related experience but may increase over time.2,3 Thus, mental health interventions for service members on combat deployments are needed for those with symptoms and for those who may develop symptoms over time.

Nevertheless, there have been few early interventions developed specifically for supporting mental health during a combat deployment. Two types of interventions that do exist are Combat Operational Stress Control (COSC)4 and Trauma Risk Management (TRiM).4 These programs support far-forward psychiatric care, early identification of mental health problems, brief and immediate interventions, and appropriate follow-up. Despite the prevalence of mental health problems on deployment, most of the interventions provided by these programs target individuals. The interventions, whether delivered by a professional (in COSC) or trained peer (in TRiM), are geared to providing assessment and clinical services to individuals with significant symptomatology or functional impairment. The exceptions to this individual approach include psychoeducation, which is typically taught in groups, command consultation, which can lead to changes that affect the entire unit, and group-level assessments (e.g., the Unit Behavioral Health Needs Assessment).5 Another type of group-level intervention is group psychological debriefing. The focus of the present paper is time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing, a new type of group psychological debriefing designed for use at periodic intervals with deployed units.

PSYCHOLOGICAL DEBRIEFING

Group psychological debriefing is one of the most common early interventions with military units.6 Although there are several different types of psychological debriefings, they contain similar elements: a structured group discussion designed to review a stressful experience. Specific debriefing models vary in terms of number phases, focus of discussion, and degree of structure provided to the group.7 Several reviews have described the development of debriefing in the military context.8,9 The military’s debriefing tradition is rooted in Marshall’s World War II Historical Group Debriefing (HGD).10 These after-action reviews appeared to have the added benefit of clarifying misperceptions and promoting unit cohesion.10 Thus, the military developed a tradition of unit-based debriefing, although debriefing techniques differed in terms of focus on emotional content.

There is some controversy, however, as to whether psychological debriefing is effective, neutral, or even potentially harmful. Those studies reporting harmful effects have generally misapplied psychological debriefing by debriefing victims of traumatic events such as victims of severe burns,11 motor vehicle accidents,12 and violent crime,13 rather than those exposed to traumatic events as part of their occupational responsibility, and by conducting psychological debriefings with individuals (rather than with intact occupational groups). Despite these limitations (see Litz et al.9 for a review), meta-analyses of these studies14,15 have led some to call for a stop to debriefing in any form.14

Given that these studies involved individual victims of trauma, it is difficult to discern whether the conclusions are relevant for military units. Clearly, however, there is a need for military-relevant research. Unfortunately, most previous
studies with military samples have been conducted without control groups\textsuperscript{16} or random assignment to condition,\textsuperscript{17,18} although results from such studies suggest it is worth examining the positive impact of debriefing on military populations. In an exception, peacekeepers randomly assigned to debriefing who reported high levels of mission-related stressors reported better mental health outcomes compared to those assigned to stress education. Although effect sizes were small, subjects reported liking debriefing more than stress education. Although this was the first randomized trial of debriefing with the military, there were few deployment-related critical incidents, reducing the degree to which conclusions could be drawn regarding debriefing efficacy on deployment.\textsuperscript{19}

In a subsequent randomized trial, debriefing, developed specifically for soldiers returning from combat, was assessed. Compared to postdeployment stress education, this form of psychological debriefing was associated with better mental health 4 months later for individuals reporting high levels of combat experiences in Iraq.\textsuperscript{20} As a result of these findings, Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) researchers further developed these postdeployment debriefing procedures for use in theater. These procedures comprise Battlemind Psychological Debriefing. In this article, we describe the rationale for developing Battlemind Psychological Debriefing, introduce three Battlemind Psychological Debriefing techniques, detail implementation guidelines for one of these techniques (in-theater time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing), contrast it with other debriefing models, and report on feedback from behavioral health providers using this technique in Iraq.

**Developing Battlemind Psychological Debriefing**

Besides the empirical support for developing Battlemind Psychological Debriefing, the need to create new debriefing procedures was also driven by anecdotal evidence that existing models did not meet the demands of a combat deployment. Although other psychological debriefing models such as HGID,\textsuperscript{19} After-Action Debriefing (AAD),\textsuperscript{21} Critical Event Debriefing (CED),\textsuperscript{22} and Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD),\textsuperscript{23} have been used with the Army, accounts suggested that implementation of these procedures was random with facilitators dropping or modifying phases partly because the models did not address the deployment-related concerns of military personnel. Most recently, for example, the Mental Health Advisory Team (MHAT) V found haphazard implementation of debriefing procedures in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{24}

Besides the lack of consistency, published critiques of psychological debriefing have typically focused on the problems with single-session debriefing. These critiques centered on the fact that debriefing could potentially lead to harm through re-exposing individuals to trauma, exposing other team members to trauma, interfering with natural healing processes, and suggesting negative messages regarding recovery.\textsuperscript{25} Up to now, some debriefing procedures have been delivered within a framework of trauma management but otherwise do not address the other criticisms of debriefing.

Battlemind Psychological Debriefing was developed to address shortcomings of previous models, capitalize on the unique nature of military deployments, and provide a common method across behavioral health providers. Specifically, Battlemind Psychological Debriefing does not elaborate on traumatic events. This lack of historical review (or reconstruction) avoids the risk of exposing individuals to details of the original trauma. In addition, the new procedure emphasizes personal resilience and avoids sending the implicit message that participants will develop mental health symptoms. Also, Battlemind Psychological Debriefing does not subvert natural recovery but instead encourages the use and provision of social support. Furthermore, the procedure is not conducted as a stand-alone intervention but is part of behavioral health support provided to operational units as well as integrated with Battlemind Training, the Army’s mental health training program.

**The Battlemind Training System**

Battlemind Training, developed by the WRAIR for military personnel across the deployment cycle, was mandated in 2007 as part of the Deployment Cycle Support program. The training is a strength-based approach designed to enhance soldier skill development, adaptation to the stressors of combat, and management of the transition from combat to home.\textsuperscript{26} It also targets stigma and help-seeking attitudes related to mental health problems.

Research on Battlemind Training has found high user acceptability. Furthermore, although effect sizes were small, three group randomized trials have demonstrated that Battlemind Training positively affected the adjustment of soldiers returning from combat.\textsuperscript{27,28,29} Thus, the evidence supports the value of an integrated mental health training system which reinforces similar terminology and principles; Battlemind Psychological Debriefing exemplifies this approach.

**BATTLEMIND PSYCHOLOGICAL DEBRIEFINGS**

In all, WRAIR researchers have developed three different types of Battlemind Psychological Debriefing. There are two in-theater models. Time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing is designed to occur at intervals during the deployment and addresses the cumulative effects of the deployment. Event-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing can be used when a commander requests support following a specific traumatic incident. The third type of Battlemind Psychological Debriefing occurs at postdeployment. Combat-related events are acknowledged with an emphasis on the process of transitioning home, adapting specific Battlemind-related skills for postdeployment, and resetting one’s Battlemind. The present article focuses on time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing, provides considerations for implementation, outlines each debriefing phase, and identifies how Battlemind Psychological Debriefing is integrated into Battlemind Training.
Time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing uses a set of specific questions to guide participants through phases in which combat events or deployment experiences are acknowledged among unit members. In addition, Battlemind Psychological Debriefing involves a review of common reactions to combat-related stressors and actions that can be taken to facilitate functioning during the deployment. This kind of approach is not expected to prevent the development of psychiatric disorders but rather to reduce the level of mental health symptoms for the unit overall. Although the full procedures (e.g., specific phrasing for each phase and transitions between phases) are available, the next sections highlight key elements of this approach.

**Implementation Guidelines**

**Participants**

Individuals participating in a Battlemind Psychological Debriefing should be members of a platoon or other group that functions as an equivalent team (e.g., route clearance teams and personnel security detachments), typically involving 20–30 individuals. Units with high levels of combat exposure should be prioritized. Individual service members should include all ranks in that team, including the team leadership.

**Facilitators**

Battlemind Psychological Debriefings need to have at least two facilitators: a leader and one cofacilitator.

**Qualifications**

Ideally, Battlemind Psychological Debriefing leaders should be behavioral health officers or chaplains with training in counseling and should be responsible for providing services to that unit to minimize territorial issues with other behavioral health providers. Cofacilitators should be service members with related specialties (e.g., enlisted mental health specialist, military personnel who have received Battlemind Psychological Debriefing training). The facilitators may be part of the same unit (e.g., battalion or brigade), or they may be external to that unit (e.g., combat operational stress control team). Regardless, facilitators should have pre-established relationships with the unit, have worked with the unit prior to deployment, or at least have visited the unit during the deployment. The lead facilitator should be able to provide appropriate follow-up consultation.

**Facilitator Role**

The facilitator’s job is to establish rapport with the group, set a tone of respect and confidentiality, and transition the group through each of the phases. In serving this vital function, the facilitator should not dominate the discussion, should not allow one or two unit members to dominate the discussion, and should avoid allowing the session to turn into a question-and-answer dyad. Lead facilitators and cofacilitators need to work together to keep the discussion on track with appropriate summary comments and transitions. If participants are reluctant to respond during one of the phases, the facilitators can prompt discussion by introducing what other units like theirs have typically described.

**Timing**

Time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefings should be scheduled at intervals during the deployment (e.g., 4 and 8 months into a 12-month deployment). These debriefings are particularly well-suited to long deployments in which there may be so many serious incidents that units are reluctant or unable to hold a debriefing after each one and repeated debriefings may lead unit members to perceive the session to be a rote exercise. In addition, the cumulative effect of deployment-related stressors can be addressed with time-driven debriefing. Given real-world constraints regarding accessing remote sites, it is recommended that Battlemind Psychological Debriefings be prioritized for units experiencing high levels of combat and for those units distant from other mental health resources. At minimum, such units should receive one time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing midway through their deployment because the 6-month point has been associated with increased reports of mental health problems. Previous research has also documented the increase in stressors experienced by military personnel over the course of shorter deployments. Thus, for shorter deployments more typical of NATO and other allied nations, the time-driven method could be scheduled across shorter intervals (e.g., 2 and 4 months of a 6-month deployment).

Ideally, Battlemind Psychological Debriefings should be conducted at the end of the duty day. After the session, individuals may continue to talk with one another or support one another. If individuals immediately return to duty, they may be distracted from providing or receiving on-going support. Battlemind Psychological Debriefing can be expected to take 60–120 minutes depending on platoon size, participation, and the range of issues potentially affecting the unit.

**Preparation**

The facilitator should touch base with the key unit leaders before the start of the session to find out about significant unit event(s) (e.g., casualties, combat experiences, changes in morale). In addition, the leaders should be told what to expect from the Battlemind Psychological Debriefing. They should be told that the session provides an opportunity for the leaders to promote unit member resilience by: (1) normalizing the experience of the significant event or the postdeployment transition, (2) talking about events and feelings, (3) reinforcing the meaning of the unit’s sacrifice, and (4) preparing the unit psychologically to return to duty and to have a story with which they can live when they eventually return home.

**Identify Local Resources**

Facilitators need to know what mental health resources are available to service members and to have a plan for what to do in the unlikely event a unit member needs an immediate
mental health evaluation. Part of this planning means communicating with mental health resources responsible for the unit to inform them that the Battlemind Psychological Debriefing will be occurring and clarifying the way such referrals should be facilitated.

**Know Battlemind Training**

Facilitators also need to become familiar with Battlemind Training (training materials are available through www.battlemind.army.mil). By incorporating language and themes from Battlemind Training, the facilitators reinforce the key points of this mental health training program.

**Follow Up**

After Battlemind Psychological Debriefing is completed, key unit leaders should be provided a status report, including a brief description of any pertinent facts and recommendations as appropriate. In addition, follow-up contact with the leader should be scheduled to obtain feedback and a status update. Throughout, standard confidentiality regarding specific unit members needs to be maintained.

**Time-Driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing Procedures**

The objectives of each phase, sample prompts for each phase, and the transition between phases of time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing are provided in Table I.

**Phase 1: The Introduction**

The introduction should be brief, establish the climate and ground rules, and provide basic information about the facilitators’ experience with the subject of combat reactions and the transition between critical events and returning to duty. The Battlemind Psychological Debriefing itself should be introduced as a training opportunity for the unit to talk about significant events. The facilitators should set positive expectations by commenting that other units have found Battlemind Psychological Debriefing helpful as a way to maintain focus and support each other as a team. The facilitators should also acknowledge that although time needs to be set aside to talk, the reality is that the unit will have to return to duty. The facilitators should also acknowledge that 1 hour of training will not take away problems but that the training can help soldiers identify unit members who may be struggling during the deployment and equip soldiers with skills to help themselves and their buddies. Throughout, facilitators should set the expectation that despite these struggles service members will successfully manage the demands of deployment and be able to complete their mission.

The ground rules for Battlemind Psychological Debriefing should be reviewed including session length, confidentiality, participation (attendance is expected and participation is encouraged), as well as reminders not to engage in leadership bashing and to be mindful of rank. Misperceptions should be clarified by stating that the Battlemind Psychological Debriefing is not therapy, an investigation, or a critique.

**Phase 2: The Events**

The goal of the second phase is to establish the kinds of events that have placed a significant demand on unit members. The facilitator asks participants to consider one or two deployment-related events that have been the most difficult, the ones that “still stick with them.” The facilitator does not need to repeat back what each person says. Facilitators must be sure they know what event service members are describing but not get

<p>| TABLE I. In-Theater Time-Driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing Phases: Goals, Prompts, and Transitions |
|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Sample Prompt</th>
<th>Transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Introduce facilitators, objectives, and ground rules.</td>
<td>“This training is designed to help units take some time to think about the deployment so far, to take a moment to talk about how things are going.”</td>
<td>Complete review of ground rules, ask if there are questions, then begin next phase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Establish the kinds of events that have placed a significant demand on unit members.</td>
<td>“Think about one or two events that have been the most difficult, the ones that “still stick with you.” What are they?”</td>
<td>Summarize the specific events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction</td>
<td>Normalize thoughts and reactions.</td>
<td>“What were your first thoughts when you went off into-pilot?”</td>
<td>Summarize common reactions and mention typical positive and negative reactions not discussed by the group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self and Buddy Aid</td>
<td>Discuss anger, withdrawal, and sleep problems and emphasize what individuals can do for themselves and their buddies.</td>
<td>“Even though this is hard, most of you will be okay. Still after an event … there are common symptoms that you may notice in yourself or your buddy. I’d like to highlight three of these for you.”</td>
<td>Highlight the importance of buddy aid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battlemind Focus</td>
<td>Reinforce Battlemind principles (steel your battlemind, trust your training, listen to your leaders, be a buddy) and help the group get psychologically ready to continue the mission.</td>
<td>“You know first hand that combat is hard. The things that happen take time to understand and put in perspective. And at the same time, you know you still have a mission to do.”</td>
<td>Recognize that seeking help is a sign of courage and a part of leadership.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the group mired in details. In transitioning to the next phase, the facilitator should very briefly summarize the events without allowing the remarks to become generic. Common events may be described such as a date when an ambush occurred or the name of a service member who was killed.

If the unit is not an established cohesive team, the debriefing approach in this phase will need to be adapted. The unit will probably not spontaneously relate to a set of events identified by participants. Instead, the facilitators will need to select a theme such as threat or isolation that is common across the unit despite the disparate experiences of individuals.

**Phase 3: Reactions**
The goal of this third phase is to have the service members share their reactions to normalize the unit’s thoughts and reactions overall. This phase begins by asking about initial cognitive responses and moves on to include emotional responses as well. Typically, soldiers will bring up emotional issues spontaneously, and these reactions will not need to be prompted. The facilitator may transition to the next phase by summarizing common reactions and mentioning typical negative reactions not discussed by the group. For example, participants often second-guess their behavior, believing that if they had only sat in a different vehicle or not gone on midtour leave, somehow a terrible event could have been avoided. The facilitator can address this directly by reminding participants of the randomness of such events to encourage acceptance while discouraging guilt and self-blame.

**Phase 4: Self and Buddy-Aid**
The goal of this phase is to identify three common symptoms (anger, withdrawal, and sleep problems), normalize these symptoms, and emphasize what service members can do for themselves and their buddies. In discussing anger, this phase teaches that it may be normal to develop a quick fuse and the desire for revenge. Participants are explicitly reminded that although they may want “pay back,” the key is to ensure professionalism and be able to return home with a story with which they can live. By introducing the concept of being able to tell their story, this phase reinforces a key point brought up again in postdeployment Battlemind Training about being able to communicate effectively with family and friends about the deployment. This focus on telling their story also introduces the concept of developing a narrative, which may facilitate adjustment following deployment. Previous research has demonstrated the benefit associated with creating a personal narrative and expressing it following difficult experiences.21,22

Participants are also encouraged to look out for and monitor one another when grappling with the desire for revenge. In discussing withdrawal, participants should discuss common signs as well as the importance of being a good buddy in providing support and ensuring friends in trouble access professional help. In discussing sleep problems, the focus is on normalizing sleep problems and discussing possible ways to alleviate sleep difficulties. In transitioning to the next phase, the facilitator should reiterate the importance of buddy aid.

**Phase 5: Battlemind Focus**
In this final phase, the goals are to reinforce Battlemind principles and to help the group become psychologically ready to continue the mission. Questions are asked to elicit ways in which participants have maintained perspective, identify practical coping strategies, focus on positive adaptation, and recognize both individual differences and commonalities in how service members adjust. Key Battlemind themes from the predeployment Battlemind Training program are highlighted. These principles include (1) steeling one’s Battlemind by remaining resilient, (2) trusting one’s military training and personal decisions, (3) listening to leaders and letting leaders know if there is a problem, and (4) being a buddy and watching out for one another.

In closing, facilitators should provide information about ways to access mental health services, including chaplains as well as medics trained in Battlemind Warrior Resiliency, a type of psychological first aid. Battlemind Warrior Resiliency is a recent addition to core-competency training for Army Medical Department enlisted and officer personnel and has been integrated into the appropriate training courses. Besides emphasizing ways to access services, facilitators should emphasize the importance of unit leaders and buddies being familiar with this information. At this point, the facilitators should also reinforce that recognizing and seeking help when an individual or a buddy needs it is a sign of leadership and strength. After acknowledging the personal sacrifice of unit members, the facilitators should end the training by suggesting that over time, individuals may find that the deployment was hard but had a positive effect on their lives. This perspective may include the fact that the deployment helped individuals grow personally and professionally although that may not be apparent now. Facilitators should be available to talk with unit members afterward and to approach those who may be in need of a referral. Although not part of the Battlemind Psychological Debriefing process per se, delivering this intervention should occur in an on-going context of mental health support. Facilitators should continue to work with the units over time as they would any unit in theater, obtaining feedback at follow-up visits, providing command consultation, continuing to assess unit morale either formally or informally, and providing forward care.

**Contrasts to Other Debriefing Models**
In Table II, the phases of time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debriefing are compared to HGD, AAD, CED, and CISD. In terms of similarities, each model has phases, and each model begins with an introduction and some mention of a critical event. Acknowledging that a critical event has occurred serves as a mechanism for identifying that the occupational group has gone through challenging times. At one point, all but HGD directly address reactions. Beyond that, the models begin to diverge.
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TABLE II. Comparison by Phases of Different Psychological Debrieﬁng Models with Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Historical Group Debrieﬁng (HGD)</th>
<th>Leader-Led After-Action Debrieﬁng (AAD)</th>
<th>Critical Event Debrieﬁng (CED)</th>
<th>Critical Incident Stress Debrieﬁng (CISD)</th>
<th>Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng (Time-Driven)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Purpose and ground rules</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chronological reconstruction</td>
<td>Chronological reconstruction</td>
<td>Chronological reconstruction</td>
<td>Fact</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Thought and reaction</td>
<td>Cognitive and affective reaction</td>
<td>Thought</td>
<td>Reactions</td>
<td>Reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Symptom</td>
<td>Symptom</td>
<td>Reaction</td>
<td>Self and buddy-aid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mission-related Lessons</td>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td>Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Learned</td>
<td>Wrap-up</td>
<td>Re-Entry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Battlemind Focus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One difference is the degree to which a critical event is recounted. HGD, AAD, and CED focus on getting a detailed reconstruction of some speciﬁc event. Although the goal for this reconstruction differs, the historical approach shows participants other perspectives of what occurred. In CISD, recounting an event is more general but also includes the individual’s role in that event. In Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁngs, however, a chronological reconstruction of the critical event is not needed. There may be too many events that occurred over the course of months to make a detailed review helpful. Simply identifying the event should sufﬁce for the goal of the debrieﬁng. Furthermore, discussing details like team member names and roles is not necessary and does not beneﬁt the platoon members since they have been deployed together for some time and the debrieﬁng is conducted with an intact platoon.

The relative lack of focus on critical events is also reﬂected in the timing of debrieﬁng. The other models are designed to occur in response to a speciﬁc critical event and typically soon after that event (there are exceptions, as in the case of delayed onset CISD, but it is not the model design). In comparison, time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁngs are not in response to a discrete event.

Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng does have some parallels to the way in which reactions are handled in other models. Like AAD and CED, both cognitive and emotional reactions are addressed within one phase. This combined phase was developed because in our early research with Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng, service members naturally merged cognitive and emotional reactions in their discussions. To separate the cognitive and emotional reactions appeared artiﬁcial.

Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng also has unique phases not found in other models. The Self and Buddy Aid phase addresses speciﬁc deployment-related problems. This focus has parallels in the symptom and teaching phases of AAD, CED, and CISD; however, this phase is limited to a discussion of three concerns (anger, withdrawal, and sleep), the emphasis is on watching out for one another, and actions to address these concerns are provided as each one is discussed and not as part of a separate phase. We chose these three concerns because of their prevalence and because fellow unit members and leaders are likely to be able to notice when someone is exhibiting these kinds of reactions. Furthermore, the reactions are linked to potentially high-risk behaviors. Anger has been linked to self-reported ethical violations, withdrawal is a symptom of depression and can be a warning sign for self-destructive behavior. Other studies have found that sleep problems are comorbid with other symptoms and yet low in stigma, providing a gateway to mental health care.

Although Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng, AAD, CED, and CISD all have a ﬁnal phase, the intent of this phase differs. In AAD, CISD, and CED there is a general wrapping up and referral information is provided. In contrast, the Battlemind Focus phase reinforces essential Battlemind principles, including buddy care, leader responsibility, and the need to reduce stigma. It also prepares the group to resume the mission. Furthermore, this phase explicitly addresses possible positive reactions, broadening AAD’s focus on mission-related lessons learned.

Perspectives
Current Status and Provider Feedback

Current Army doctrine recommends that mental health providers “avoid psychological debriefings as a means to reduce acute post-traumatic distress or to slow progression to PTSD.” In addition, the Army Field Manual (FM 4-02.51) does not recommend for or against the use of structured group debrieﬁngs. Nevertheless, the Field Manual stipulates that debrieﬁngs with pre-existing groups may improve cohesion, morale, and other unit climate variables.

This stance was reinforced following the development of in-theater Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng in 2007. At that time, Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng was formally integrated into the COSC course conducted at the Army Medical Department Center and School. The COSC course is recommended for mental health providers serving Army personnel in Iraq and Afghanistan. Thus far, feedback from military mental health professionals deployed to Iraq has been encouraging.

One mental health team, for example, used time-driven Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng to provide proactive mental health support to units in outlying areas that had
previously received little support. Providers commented that
the changes to traditional debriefing methods made Battlemind
Psychological Debrieﬁng particularly appropriate for the
combat environment. In particular, the providers commented
that they liked the fact that the Battlemind Psychological
Debrieﬁngs did not focus on historical reconstruction, avoided
redundancy, avoided individuals reciting a story with which
others in the unit were familiar, and maintained the interest of
other unit members. Others commented that the procedures
were an improvement because they allowed for the natural
flow between cognitive and emotional reactions. Providers
also commented that the inclusion of Battlemind concepts re-
n ected with unit members and many participants recalled the
concepts from predeployment training.

Providers reported following up Battlemind Psychological
Debriefings by visiting units weeks later and receiving
feedback from unit leaders that morale and cohesion had
increased. At follow-up, individual participants commented
that they thought about combat-related experi-
ences more positively than before. Other providers found
Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng to be particularly well-
suited for cohesive units encountering danger outside the rela-
tive safety of a base. Moreover, results from the 2007 Mental
Health Advisory Team survey of behavioral health provid-
ers in Iraq found that providers using the procedures in Iraq
were uniformly positive, endorsing it as “very” or “extremely”
relevant.

Future Directions

Currently, there is no systematic research on the efﬁcacy of
in-theater Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁngs
in theater are well received and helpful, but these reports are
potentially subject to bias. Although the MHAT survey sys-
tematically assessed provider feedback, research is needed to
assess Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng efﬁcacy using a
 group randomized trial that assesses a variety of outcomes
such as mental health, attitudes toward management of men-
tal health problems, and unit climate. At the very least, there
is a need for continued examination of user acceptability and
feedback from providers.

While waiting for empirical evidence, as a field, we are
left to decide how to guide our interventions in the absence
of scientiﬁc rigor. On the one hand, evidence from civilian-
based trials using inappropriate intervention methods suggests
that psychological debrieﬁng is, at best, not effective. On
the other hand, evidence from military studies suggests psycho-
logical debrieﬁng can be effective in positively inﬂuencing
mental health and unit climate. Meanwhile, service members
deployed to combat are at risk for developing signiﬁcant men-
tal health problems, and Battlemind Psychological Debrie-
ﬁng may be able to provide some early intervention support.
Although if Battlemind Psychological Debrieﬁng is effective
in theater, it is still not a panacea. It does, however, represent
one example of how the military can move toward developing

an integrated framework of support, mental health training,
consultation and follow-up that targets both at-risk individuals
and units by tapping into the strength of small unit support.
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